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Abstract
Ontologies are becoming a recognized vehicle for knowledge
reuse, knowledge sharing,and modeling. This paper presents
PLANET, an ontology for representing plans. To show that
PLANET is a comprehensive ontology that can be reused to
build new applications, we describe several specializations
of it to represent plans in three different real-world domains
that were made by adding minor extensions to PLANET’s general definitions and classes. In past work, we have developed
several plan evaluation systems in these domains, and have
integrated them in several occasions with plan editors and
plan generation systems. For each of these integrations, and
often for each system in the integration, a new format for
exchanging plans was devised. PLANET can represent all of
the plans that we and others have used in these domains,
providing a standard universal format for knowledge sharing that can be used as an interlingua in integrated planning
applications. Finally, the paper discusses how we have used
PLANET as a knowledge modelling tool to design representations for courses of action in a military domain, guiding us
to make useful distinctions and modelling choices.

Introduction
As we develop larger and more complex intelligent systems in knowledge-intensive domains, it becomes impractical and even infeasible to develop knowledge bases from
scratch. Recent research investigates how to develop intelligent systems by drawing from libraries of reusable components that include both ontologies (Neches et al. 1991)
and problem-solving methods (Breuker and Van de Velde
1994). This paper introduces PLANET1 , a reusable ontology for representing plans. PLANET complements recent efforts on formalizing, organizing, and unifying AI
planning algorithms (Kambhampati et al 1995; Tate 1998;
Yang 1990; Nunes et al 1997) by focusing on the representation of plans, and adds a practical perspective in that
it is designed to accomodate a diverse range of real-world
plans (including manually created ones). As more complex
planning systems are developed to operate in knowledgeintensive environments, ontologies present an approach to
enable richer plan representations (Cohen et al. 1998;
Valente et al. 1999).
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We have drawn from our past experience in designing, developing and integrating planning tools, and expect PLANET to ease these tasks in the future in three
ways. First, we have already found it useful for knowledge modelling. By providing a structure that formalizes
useful distinctions for reasoning about states and actions, a
knowledge engineer can find the semantics of informal expressions of plans (e.g., textual or domain-specific) through
designing mappings to the ontology. Reports on efforts to
model plans in various application domains (Nau et al 1995;
Knoblock 1996) indicate the difficulties of representing realworld domains, and point out the need for better methodologies for knowledge modelling for planning and for richer
representations of planning knowledge. We believe that
PLANET takes a step in that direction. Second, a plan ontology can be a central vehicle for knowledge reuse across
planning applications. PLANET contains general, domainindependent definitions that are common and useful across
planning domains. To create a plan representation in a
new domain, these general definitions can be used directly
and would not need to be redefined for every new domain.
Only domain-dependent extensions will need to be added.
Third, PLANET should facilitate integration of planning tools
through knowledge sharing. Currently, practical efforts to
integrate planning tools are done by designing separate interchange formats for (almost) each pair of tools, since designing a more universal format is costly and often more
difficult than designing the entire set of pairwise formats.
These difficulties are in part because these systems include
decision-support tools such as plan editors, plan evaluation
tools, and plan critiquers (Bienkowski and Hoebel 1998),
which represent plans in ways that are different from traditional AI plan generation systems. An ontology like PLANET
can provide a shared plan representation for systems to communicate and exhange information about the plan, and can
facilitate the creation of a common, overarching knowledge
base for future integrations of planning tools. An example of a successful integration of planning tools through a
knowledge base is shown in (Valente et al. 1999).
PLANET makes the following representational commitments to provide broad coverage. First, planning contexts
that refer to domain information and constraints that form
the background of a planning problem are represented ex-

plicitly. Planning problems, which supplement the context
with information about the initial state of the world and the
goals, are represented explicitly and are accessible from the
context. Alternative plans themselves are then accessible
from each planning problem for which they are relevant.
Second, PLANET maintains an explicit distinction between
external constraints, which are imposed on a context or
planning problem externally to a planning agent (including
user advice and preferences), and commitments which the
planning agent elects to add as a partial specification of a
plan (for example, a step ordering commitment). The current version of PLANET does not represent aspects related to
the execution of plans and actions, adversarial planning, or
agent beliefs and intentions.
We present the main definitions in PLANET, including initial planning context, goals, actions and tasks, and choice
points. Next, we describe three specializations of PLANET
for three real-world domains where plans are of a very different nature. We conclude with a discussion of related
work and some anticipated directions for future work.

PLANET: An Ontology for Representing
Plans
This section describes how different aspects of a plan are
represented in PLANET. As a convention, we use boldface
to highlight terms that are defined in PLANET when they are
first introduced and described in the text. Figure 1 shows a
diagram of the major concepts and relations in the ontology.

Planning Problems, Scenarios, and Contexts
A planning problem context represents the initial, given
assumptions about the planning problem. It describes the
background scenario in which plans are designed and must
operate on. This context includes the initial state, desired
goals, and the external constraints.
A world state is a model of the environment for which
the plan is intended. When using a rich knowledge representation system, the state may be represented in a context
or microtheory. A certain world state description can be
chosen as the initial state of a given planning problem, and
all plans that are solutions of this planning problem must
assume this initial state.
The desired goals express what is to be accomplished in
the process of solving the planning problem. Sometimes the
initial planning context may not directly specify the goals
to be achieved, instead these are deduced from some initial
information about the situation and some abstract guidance
provided as constraints on the problem.
We make a distinction between external constraints imposed on planning problems and the commitments made by
the plan. External constraints may be specified as part
of the planning context to express desirable or undesirable
properties or effects of potential solutions to the problem,
including user advice and preferences. Examples of external constraints are that the plan accomplishes a mission in
a period of seven days, that the plan does not use a certain
type of resource, or that transportation is preferrably done
in tracked vehicles. Commitments are discussed later.

The initial requirements expressed in the planning problem context need not all be consistent and achievable (for
example, initial external constraints and goals may be incompatible), rather its aim is to represent these requirements
as given. A plan may satisfy or not satisfy external constraints. PLANET represents these options with multiple planning problems for each planning problem context,
which may add new constraints and goals, or relax or drop
given ones. A planning problem is created by forming
specific goals, constraints and assumptions about the initial
state. Several plans can be created as alternative solutions
for a given planning problem. A planning problem also
includes information used to compare alternative candidate
plans. Planning problems can have descendant planning
problems, which impose (or relax) different constraints on
the original problem or may assume variations of the initial
state. Typically, AI planning systems assume one given
planning problem and do not address this process, which is
essential when working with real-world environments.
A planning problem may have a number of candidate
plans which are potential solutions. A candidate plan can
be untried (i.e., it is yet to be explored or tested), rejected
(i.e., for some reason it has been rejected as the preferred
plan) or feasible (i.e., tried and not rejected). One or more
feasible plans may be marked as selected. All of these are
sub-relations of candidate plan.

Goals, Objectives, Capabilities, and Effects
A goal specification represents anything that gets accomplished by a plan, subplan or task. Both capabilities and effects of actions and tasks are subtypes of goal specification,
as well as posted goals and objectives. Goals may be variabilized or instantiated. State-based goal specifications are
goal specifications that typically represent goals that refer to
some predicate used to describe the state of the world, for example ‘achieve (at Jim LAX)’, ‘deny (at Red-Brigade SouthPass)’ or ‘maintain (temperature Room5 30)’. Objectivebased goal specifications are goal specifications that are
typically stated as verb- or action-based expressions, such
as ‘transport brigade5 to Ryad’.
Goal specifications also include a human readable description used to provide a description of a goal to an end
user. This is useful because often times users want to view
information in a format that is different from the internal
format used to store it. This could be a simple string or a
more complex structure.

Actions, Operators, and Tasks
Plan task descriptions are the actions that can be taken in
the world state. They include templates and their instantiations, and can be abstract or specific. A plan task description
models one or more actions in the external world.
A plan task is a subclass of plan task description and
represents an instantiation of a task as it appears in a plan. It
can be a partial or full instantiation. A plan task template
is also a subclass of plan task description that denotes an
action or set of actions that can be performed in the world
state. In some AI planners the two classes correspond to
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Figure 1: An overview of the PLANET ontology. Arrows pointing into space represent relations whose ranges are not fixed in
the ontology.
operator instances and operator schemas respectively, and in
others they are called tasks and task decomposition patterns.
Plan task descriptions have a set of preconditions, a set
of effects, a capability, and can be decomposed into a set of
subtasks. Not all these properties need to be specified for a
given task description, and typically planners represent tasks
differently depending on their approach to reasoning about
action. The capability of a task or task template describes
a goal for which the task can be used. A precondition
represents a necessary condition for the task. If the task
is executed, its effects take place in the given world state.
Tasks can be decomposed into subtasks that are themselves
task descriptions. Hierarchical task network planners use
task decomposition or operator templates (represented here
as plan task templates) and instantiate them to generate a
plan. Each template includes a statement of the kind of goal
it can achieve (represented as a capability), a decomposition
network into subtasks, each subtask is matched against the
task templates down to primitive templates, represented as
primitive plan task descriptions. Other planners compose
plans as an ordered set of primitive plan steps (often called
operators, as in STRIPS and UCPOP (Weld 1994)). Plan steps
are specializations of primitive plan task descriptions that
have some set of effects, as they are typically used in meansends analysis planners.
Like goal specifications, plan task descriptions also include a human readable description. Some AI planners
specify this information as a set of parameters of the task
that are used to determine which subset of arguments will
be printed when the plan is displayed.
Planning levels can be associated to task descriptions as
well as to goal specifications. Some AI planners assign levels to tasks (e.g., SIPE (Wilkins 1988)), others assign levels
to particular predicates or goals (e.g., ABSTRIPS). Levels
are also used in real-world domains, for example military
plans are often described in different levels according to the
command structure, echelons, or nature of the tasks.

Plans
A plan represents a set of commitments to actions taken
by an agent in order to achieve some specified goals. We
define the following subclasses of plans: A feasible plan P
is one for which there exists some plan that has a consistent
superset of the commitments in P and will successfully
achieve the goals. A justified plan is a feasible plan with
a minimal set of commitments. A consistent plan is one
whose commitments are consistent with each other, with
what is known about the state and with the model of action.
A complete plan is one that includes the tasks necessary to
achieve the goals to the required level of detail (this depends
on the planning agent’s concerns). These definitions are
useful to describe properties of plans and to accomodate
different approaches that planners use. For example, we
can represent that a hierarchical planner generates a feasible
plan at each planning level, and a complete plan only at
the lowest level. A partial-order planner, such as UCPOP,
successively refines feasible plans until finding a solution
which is a complete plan. There is no requirement for a plan
to be justified or consistent in order for it to be represented
in PLANET. This allows us to represent not only machinegenerated plans but also human-generated plans, which are
likely to contain errors.
It can be useful to state that a plan forms a sub-plan
of another one. For example, military plans often include
subplans that represent the movement of assets to the area
of operations (i.e., logistics tasks), and subplans that group
the operations themselves (i.e., force application tasks).

Choice Points, Alternatives, Decisions, and
Commitments
In searching or designing a plan, a number of choices typically need to be made. At a given choice point, several
alternatives may be considered, and one (or more) chosen
as selected. Such choices are represented in PLANET as a
type of commitment. Commitments can be made in both

plans and tasks. Plan commitments are commitments on
the plan as a whole, and may be in the form of actions at
variously detailed levels of specification, orderings among
actions and other requirements on a plan such as a cost profile. The tasks that will form part of the plan are represented
as a subset of the commitments made by the plan. Task
commitments are commitments that affect individual tasks
or pairs of tasks. An ordering commitment is a relation
between tasks such as (before A B). A temporal commitment is a commitment on a task with respect to time, such as
(before ?task ?time-stamp). Another kind of commitment
is the selection of a plan task description because it accomplishes a goal specification. This relation records the intent
of the planning agent for the task, and is used in PLANET to
represent causal links.

Discussion
does not include representations for some entities
that are typically associated with planning domains, e.g.
agents, resources, time, and location. Different systems
that reason about plans use different approaches to represent and reason about these entities. Separate ontologies
for them can be developed and integrated with PLANET. We
use PLANET in combination with an ontology of Allen’s
time relations (Allen 1983) and the OZONE resource ontology (Smith, Lassila, & Becker 1996), and in combination
with an ontology of plan evaluations and critiques that we
have developed. For systems and domains where there is
no need for complex representations of agents, resources,
time, and location, it is trivial to extend PLANET with simple
representations of them and we have done so ourselves for
some of the domains described below.
PLANET

Using PLANET for Real-World Domains
This section describes how we used PLANET to represent
plans in three different domains. Although all three are military domains, the plans are of a radically different nature
in each case. In the first two domains, plans were built
manually by users and needed to be represented as given,
containing potential flaws and often serious errors. In the
JFACC domain, plans are hierarchically decomposed and
have verb-based objectives. Information about causal links
and task decomposition templates is not provided. In the
COA domain, plans have a hierarchical flavor that is not always explicitly represented in the plan. In the Workarounds
domain, plans were generated automatically by an AI planner. This section describes the domains in more detail.

PLANET-JFACC
This is a domain of air campaign planning where users
follow the strategies-to-tasks methodology (Todd 1994;
Thaler 1993). In this approach, users start with high-level
objectives and decompose them into subobjectives all the
way down to the missions to be flown. Using a plan editing tool, a user defines objectives, decomposes them into
subobjectives, and can specify temporal orderings among
plan steps. Some subobjectives may be handed to an automated planner to be fleshed out to lower levels. The rest

O1: Eliminate enemy SSM threat to US allies by D+5
*Option1: Destroy all known enemy SSM launchers and launch facilities by D+5
O111: Destroy fixed enemy SSM launch sites by D+5
O1111: Destroy [them] on NW area using precision weapons
*Option1: Destroy [them] using stealth aircraft
O111111: Destroy [them] using F117 with GBU-27
*Option2: Destroy [them] using SEAD aircraft
O112: Destroy storage facilities for SSM equipment by D+5
*Option2: Disrupt and disable the enemy C2 infrastructure for SSM
O2: Airlift wounded and civilian non-combatants by D+2
Objective ID: O-152 Level: AO Phase: II Parents: O-98, O-61
Statement: Maintain air superiority over NW sector
Sequence restrictions: Before O-138, Before O-124

Figure 2: An excerpt of an air campaign plan and the specification of an objective.
of this discussion will focus on the representation of these
manually created plans.
Figure 2 shows an excerpt of an air campaign plan as
it would be specified by a domain expert, indicating the
hierarchical decomposition through indentation. Options
(marked with stars) indicate disjunctive branches of the plan
that are explored as alternatives. The bottom of the figure
shows how a user can specify an objective.
We represent Air campaign plans as a subclass of the
class plan. These manually created plans do not capture
well the rationale behind the objective decompositions. For
example, users do not indicate causal links, i.e., which effects enable the conditions needed by other tasks. Nor do
they indicate the intended plan tasks and instead capture
only the goals that these tasks are supposed to accomplish.
Air campaign objectives are verb-based statements, so
we represent them as a subclass of objective-based goal
specifications. Some of their clauses are turned into constraints on the goal, including temporal constraints (within
21 days), geographical constraints (in Western Region), and
resource constraints (using B-52s from airbase XYZ). Each
objective may have several children and several parents
(unlike plans generated by hierarchical AI planners where
there is only one parent).
Options indicate alternative
ways to decompose an objective, and are represented as a
specialization of alternative plans.
The decomposition hierarchy is divided into levels, including low-level air tasks and other higher-level air objectives. Objectives belong to one phase of the campaign (e.g.,
deployment phase, operations phase, redeployment phase,
etc.), which we represent by grouping objectives into subplans. Each objective also belongs to an air campaign objective level in the decomposition hierarchy (e.g., air tasks
are considered to be at a higher level than air activities),
which we define as subclasses of planning level.
In this domain, human planners create air campaign plans
in the context of an overall military campaign and the specific guidance provided by the Joint Forces Air Component
Commander (JFACC). We define JFACC-context as a subclass of planning problem context, and attach to it information such as the available resources specified in the Air
Order of Battle, the capabilities of the airbases in the theater

of operations, and the commander’s guidance. This guidance includes the top level objectives of the plan as well
as rules of engagement, e.g., not to fly over certain areas,
which become constraints of the planning problem.

PLANET-COA
This is a Course of Action (COA) analysis problem in a military domain of relevance to the DARPA High Performance
Knowledge Bases Program. We developed a critiquing tool
that finds flaws in manually developed COAs for Army operations at the division level (Army Field Manual 101-5
1997). A COA is specified by a user as a set of textual statements (who does what, when, where, and why), together
with a sketch drawn over a map. The PLANET-COA ontology
allows us to represent the COA that results from joining both
text and sketch, which is the input to our critiquing tool. An
example of part of a COA textual statement follows:
On H hour D day, a mechanized division attacks to seize OBJ
SLAM to protect the northern flank of the corps main effort. A
mechanized brigade attacks in the north, as an economy of force,
to fix enemy forces in zone denying them the ability to interfere
with the main effort’s attack in the south. A tank heavy brigade,
the main effort, passes through the southern mechanized brigade
and attacks to seize the terrain vicinity of OBJ SLAM denying the
enemy access to the terrain southwest of RIVER TOWN. [...]

A typical COA includes the overall mission and a set of
tasks that need to be performed divided into five categories:
close, reserve, security, deep and rear (not shown here). The
close statements always contains a main effort for the COA
and a set of supporting efforts. In our representation, the
mission defines two important features of the plan: its toplevel goal (e.g., protect the northern flank of the corps main
effort), and an indication of the top-level task to be used
to accomplish that goal (e.g., attack to seize OBJ SLAM).
We define COA problem as a subclass of planning-problem,
make its problem goal the top-level goal indicated in the
mission statement, and add the rest of the mission statement
as a constraint on how to select tasks in the plan. The
five task categories are represented as sub-plans (they are
not subtasks or subgoals but useful categories to group the
unit’s activities). Each sentence in the statement is turned
into a plan task as follows. There is a specification of
who is doing the task, e.g., a mechanized brigade, which
is represented as the agent of the plan-task. There is an
indication of what is to be done, e.g., attacks to fix enemy
forces, which is interpreted as a fix plan-task (where fix is a
kind of task that is a subclass of the class attack). The why
(or purpose) e.g., to deny enemy forces the ability to interfere
with the COA’s main effort can be a state-based (“enable P”,
“prevent P”) or action-based (“protect another unit from
enemy”). Therefore, the ontology defines the purpose of a
COA task as a goal specification that can be either an effect
or a capability of the plan-task. The where, e.g., in the North
is the location of the plan task. The when clause (e.g., H
hour D day) is represented as a temporal commitment or
as an ordering commitment if it is specified with respect
to another task. Finally, the main effort and supporting
efforts are defined as specializations of the subtask relation.

OPTION B: Use Medium Girder Bridge (MGB) bridge
Minimum delay to enemy: 10 hrs
Transportation time: 4.5 hrs
Engineering time: 3.5 hrs
Required Assets:
- MGB of Engineering Company 201 (double story, 11 bays)
- Bulldozer of Engineering Company 201
Substep: Move MGB to bridge site (Time: 4.5 hours)
- Ordering: Before assemble MGB
Substep: Assemble MGB (Time: 1.8 hours)
- Technique: Double story, 11 bays
- Ordering: Before emplace MGB
Substep: Emplace MGB (Time: 0.5 hours)
- Ordering: Before Move unit across MGB
Substep: Move unit across MGB (Time: 2 hours)
...

Figure 3: An example portion of a workaround plan.
The PLANET ontology also represents the context, assumptions, and situation in which the plan is supposed to
work in this domain. A COA is supposed to accomplish the
mission and other guidance provided by the commander,
and to work in the context of the given situation as analyzed
by the commander’s staff, which includes terrain information and enemy characteristics. We define COA problem
context as a subclass of planning-problem-context, and define its scenario to be composed of commander products
and staff products. All COA problems are attached to this
problem context.

PLANET-Workarounds
We developed a tool to aid in military target analysis by
analyzing how an enemy force may react to damage to a
geographic feature (e.g., a bridge or a tunnel) The possible
workarounds include using alternative routes, repairing the
damage, or breaching using engineering techniques such as
installing a temporary bridge. Because the purpose of damaging the target is typically to delay the movement of some
enemy unit or supply, it is important to estimate how long
the implementation of the workaround will take. Note that
this depends on what actions can be performed in parallel.
The system was also designed to show not one possible
workaround plan but several options that the enemy may
take. An example workaround is shown in Figure 3.
We divided the problem in two. First, we used the AI
planner Prodigy to generate a workarounds plan. We added
information to the operators about the resources used for
each step, and which resources are non-shareable. The
planner then generated a partial order of workaround steps,
in which unordered steps can be completed in parallel. Second we built a plan evaluation system to estimate the time
that each step takes to complete and calculate the overall duration based on the partial order. This is a knowledge-based
system that used several ontologies of engineering assets,
units, and workaround steps and plans.
PLANET did not exist when this workarounds plan ontology was first developed, so we describe a reimplementation
using PLANET. Actions are represented as primitive plan
steps. The ordering commitments and resources used are

straightforward to represent in PLANET. In the planner we
subdivided the step parameters into those whose values affected plan correctness and those that were only used to
determine the length of the plan after it was created. This
distinction had not been captured in the original system.

Benefits of PLANET
There is not yet an agreed methodology to evaluate the
quality of ontologies and their actual use in systems (they
can be present in a KB but that does not tell us how much
they are actually used). They are often accepted to be
useful purely on the basis of their existence. We claim that
PLANET can be (and already has been) useful in knowledge
reuse, modelling and sharing. This section presents some
estimates that show the reuse of PLANET in the three domains
discussed in this paper and describes the benefits of using it
as a modelling tool in the COA domain2 .

Coverage and Knowledge Reuse
We wanted to measure the amount of reuse of the general
PLANET ontology in each specific domain. Here we present
estimates of reuse in creating new terms, since we are interested in understanding the generality and coverage of
PLANET. To do this, we estimated how many axioms of
PLANET were actually used in each domain, and how many
new axioms were needed.
It is important to factor out domain definitions that are
part of what is often described as populating the knowledge
base, or knowledge base stuffing. For example, there may be
fifty or five hundred possible tasks in a domain that share the
same basic structure but this should not distort a measure of
how reusable a general-purpose ontology is. For this evaluation we take these definitions out of the domain-specific
ontologies and leave only those definitions that specified
the basic structure of the plans. We estimated the size of
each ontology by counting its axioms. We considered an
axiom to be any statement about the world, including isa
predicates, class constraints, and role constraints. We make
strong use of inheritance among classes, so axioms are only
stated and thus counted once.
We counted the concepts in each domain that were subconcepts of a concept in the PLANET ontology, to measure
of the coverage of the domain that the ontology provided.
We estimated how many axioms of the PLANET ontology
were actually used in each domain by computing the “upward closure” of the definitions in the domain ontologies.
The results are as shown in Table 1. Coverage is high: on
average, 82% of the concepts defined in each domain are
subconcepts of concepts in PLANET. However, the proportion of the ontology used by each domain is much lower,
averaging 31% of the axioms. This is not surprising. First,
PLANET covers a range of planning styles, including actions
with preconditions and effects and decomposition patterns,
but none of the domains has all of these. Second, PLANET
can represent incremental decisions of planners, including
2
PLANET did not exist when we worked on the JFACC and
workarounds domains.

Domain

Axioms

Concepts

Rels

PLANET

305
267
106
102
86
100
91

26
58
7
15
9
13
12

37
37
12
12
6
10
4

COA
COA u.c
JFACC
JFACC u.c
WA
WA u.c

Covered
concepts

39
12
13

Coverage

67%
35%
80%
28%
100%
30%

Table 1: Estimates of reuse of the PLANET ontology.
commitments and untried alternatives, but the domains only
represented complete plans. In general we do not expect a
single domain to use a high proportion of the ontology.
There are various other ways to reuse knowledge. One
can measure the reuse of ontologies by estimating how many
terms are used during problem solving or reasoning. An informal analysis of the JFACC and Workarounds domains (the
problem solvers for the COA domain were under development) showed that most (if not all) the new definitions would
be used during problem solving, but this should be determined empirically. The ontologyis also reused in modelling
a new domain. Even if a term is not used in the new system, it may still have been used to understand how to model
certain aspects of the domain as we discuss next.

Knowledge Modelling
We had developed an initial model of the COA domain without using PLANET, and it changed significantly once we
created the COA definitions using the PLANET definitions.
Here are some examples. PLANET was useful in modelling
the close/security/etc. categories. At first, they appeared to
be subtasks of the COA, but we realized that the individual
statements are the real subtasks in this domain, and these
categories are meaningful groupings of the statements that
are helpful to human planners. As a result we represented
them as subplans. PLANET gave similar support for representing the main and supporting efforts which turn out to be
subtasks instead of subplans. It also helped us understand
how to interpret the mission statement, and its relationship
with the COA main effort. The mission statement specifies
top-level goals and constraints for the top-level task as we
explain above.

Related Work
In creating PLANET, we have drawn from previous work
on languages to represent plans and planning knowledge (Ghallab et al. 1998; Wilkins and Myers 1995;
Kambhampati et al 1995; Tate 1998; Yang 1990). These
languages are often constrained by the reasoning capabilities that can be provided in practice by AI planning systems.
Since PLANET is an ontology, it does not make specific commitments about the language in which various items are
expressed. The planning knowledge represented in these
languages can be mapped into PLANET. PLANET also accomodates plans that were not created by AI planning systems,

and provides a representation for the context of the planning
problems that are given to these systems.
SPAR (Tate 1998) is an ongoing effort to create a standard vocabulary to describe plans that is compatible with
other standards, such as the Process Interchange Format
(PIF). SPAR currently comprises a set of textual statements
that will be used to develop the model. CPR (Pease 1998)
was developed as an overarching plan representation across
various military domains. These efforts are aimed at plan
representations of a more general nature, and cover aspects
of plan execution. However, as a result of their generality
they would require many more extensions than PLANET to
represent the domains discussed in this paper.
Related work on problem-solving methods for planning
(Valente et al. 1998; Nunes et al 1997)analyzes AI planning algorithms (or planning methods) and identifies the
typical knowledge roles that characterize the main types of
domain knowledge used by these planning methods. The
main knowledge roles in this study map directly to classes
in PLANET. PLANET adds many more relations between the
roles and contains many more classes and axioms. PLANET
was also designed from the perspective of planning environments where plans are manually created (instead of
representing only plans of AI planning systems), and as a
result can also represent the errors and flaws that these plans
often contain. It would be useful to add to PLANET the static
vs dynamic distinctions contributed by this study.

Conclusions
We described PLANET, an ontology for representing plans,
and showed its use in three real-world plan evaluation domains, two where plans are created by humans and one
where they are created by an AI planner. PLANET is also
useful in knowledge modelling by structuring important distinctions in planning domains, and can ease the task of
creating new planning or plan evaluation systems. In the
problems we studied, a high proportion of the classes created were usefully covered by PLANET. The ontology also
shows promise as a tool for integrating different systems
that combine to solve a planning problem.
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